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Free Essays from Bartleby | Animal testing is a controversial topic in today's society individuals support the use of
animals in research and others are against it.

The views of the public diverge greatly whether animal experimentation leads to medical breakthroughs or
such progress is achievable by other means. Researchers can test the potential damage that a product can do to
the skin by using this artificial "skin" instead of testing on animals. Animal testing. While others consider it a
part of natural biology. As a result of animal testing, over a million animals die and continue to suffer during
testing and other experiments PETA. At few instances use of the wild animals such as monkeys and birds is
also followed Baumans,  There are positive alternatives to finding cures and treatments. The harm that is
committed against animals should not be minimized because they are not considered to be "human. In the
introduction, you present the problem and the topic of your essay. Animal Research is very customary
nowadays, and it became a common and an accepted means of testing by the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. They are testing products with the chemicals that could potentially cause the irritation, such as
makeup remover, eye shadow, mascara, and things applied to the eye or eyelid. Harlow at the University of
Wisconsin, where Gluck worked as a graduate student in the s. The further advancements in medical and
technological science is inevitable. Some of the products must be first tested on animals to prove humans can
use them. They also give various reasons to justify the cosmetic animal testing. Animal testing has been
known to be a costly and an unethical way of finding accurate cures. However, the benefits of animals in
neuroscience research, as long as they are being treated humanely, far outweighs the arguments against it
Adamoschek Is it cruel to use Animals to Test Human products? To this day animals are being tested on for
the use of human products. Inclusion of such method in study design helps to eliminate unsuitable compounds
in preliminary stages only and minimizes the use of animals in further tastings Kimber et al. Why animal
research is bad science. Benefits associated with techniques are, easy to follow, less time consuming and are
less expensive. Ke Ping Xu and coworkers suggested an alternative which uses bovine corneal organ culture.
Some of these animals are subjects for medical research purposes, while others are used out of pure curiosity
and to test different products. Does this not seem like a futile and pointlessly cruel act? But can they suffer?
The Woodlands TX  The researchers utilize a variety of methods to do these tests Why is there such a big
divide? Physicians such as Aristotle performed extensive experiments on animals to discover the functions of
organisms Sharp 1. When writing such an essay, remember that you need to be unprejudiced and objective, to
explore the topic as a scientist. Americans should reconsider their usage of animal testing due to the fact that
humans have an improper advantage to animals. Specifically, in the beauty industry, the number of animals
killed or abused per year contributes in a large part to the amount of animals killed per year for any industry
Others respond that animals themselves benefit from animal research. Animals should be treated with respect
and dignity, and this right to decent treatment is not upheld when animals are exploited for selfish human gain.


